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Marianas men stage fight Saturday night
11th Annual Marianas Fiesta
Members of the Marianas Tao Tao Club celebrate the strength of the Chamorro Men during its
make up
Saturday In the Campion Ballroom. The event was a gathering of all the club members from different islands that
the Marianas Islands.

Let's talk about not having sex
Academic salon delves into meaning, challenge of vowed chastity

Kalyn Kelley

Staff Writer
Sister Katherine Dyckman, one of three speakers on celibacy,began with a poetic quote fromT.S. Elliot philosophizing, "Love isthe sweet lurethat costs no less than everything."
Last Wednesday marked the third to last of this year's
academic salons with a seminar on the meaning and challenge of vowed chastity. Walking to the event,seminar director Mara Adelman commented, "Ihope the free lunch
helps with the turn out."
Arriving at the salon, turnout was hardly a concern.
Students quickly filled the seats of Wyckoff Auditorium,
leaving many with only the ground to sit on. Adelman welcomed thecrowd and quickly introduced the four presenters,
led by Seattle University chaplain, Fr. Patrick O'Leary, S.J.
O'Leary, along with speakers Sister Katherine Dyckman,
Denis Donoghue, and Cissy McLane began the discussion
by defining what celibacy and chastity have come to mean
within the different realms of society.
"Chastity does notmeana life without sex. It simply means
that one is faithful and devoted to a single person within
marriage andabstains from sex prior to that," O'Leary explained to the crowd. "As sexual persons we are called to
stand onholyground. Chastity is simply themeans by which
we can do that."
Dyckman, who has written several books on her experiences within the church, explained that as a celibate individual, sheis able to focus the energy that love can takefrom
people and direct itback to those around her who areinneed
of caring the most. Love,she explained,is aform ofpsychic

When Igo home, there's no one else
there. It can be a real place of sadness but it is also where Ifeel most
completed and loved by Christ.
Father Denis Donoghue, S.J.
energy that is always longing to be used.
Intoday's society, she says, sex has become a way oflife.

It is everywhere and drives everything. It shapes our conscious and subconscious. Putting it into context, Dyckman
explainedhow celibacy isconnected to a person's search for
sexual meaning and that people can live healthy sexual lives
without the actual physical act ofsex.
"In today's media," she says, "there is only an awareness
don't realize is that intiof genital intimacy. What people
-to beable
to revealourselves
we
desire
most
macyis what
to anotherand allow them to reveal themselves to us." The
church,Dyckman explains,has allowed her to fulfill thatneed
by servingothers and who are missing that source oflove in
their lives.
DenisDonoghue lightenedthe mood bybeginning,"Incase
you are still confused no, you can'thave sex. The upside
though, is that the drugs they give youreally help. So does
sitting the right way."
Donoghue, who will complete his ordination later this year,
continued, explaining that St.Ignatius defined chastity as the
"purity of the angels in cleanness in body and mind." For

Ignatius,angels weremessengers sent tobring the life andword
ofGod to his people and thatthe word was always that oflove
In thatway,saidDonoghue,chastity allows us to be free to go
and do God's work, to go wherever he may call us, in a way
which wecan not if weare involved in a significant relationship with another.
"The vow ofchastity has enabled me to be presenttopeople
in a way that is safe. It provides them with a love they can
trust." In its simplest of terms, he says,it can allow womei
freedom to bring their experiencesto him without fear of his
love becoming something sexual. Even knowing its ben
efits, Donoghue admits that a life of celibacy can be im
mensely lonely at times. "When Igo home, there's no one
else there. It can be a real place of sadness but it is also
where Ifeel most completed andloved by Christ."
Speaking after him, wife, mother and grandmother.Cissy
McLane went on to define chastity ina way which none o
the other speakers had; from the perspective of a married
individual. Reinforcing what the previousspeakers had said
McLane discussedhow chastity inmarriage wasabout a daily
reinforcement oflove and support for her husband. Making
a life-long commitment to one person, she said, is not wha
many people are choosing to do these days, but that in the
end it is an enriching experience that has taught her how to
lovemore deeply.
The panel finished the seminar explaining,"chastity anc
celibacy are not paths that everyone chooses to take," and
that, in fact, itis a calling that is received from God, not one
thatis pickedby theindividual. What is most important they
concluded, is that each person is able to see that love and
intimacy can be expressed without sex.
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SU senior tracks spread of HIV in Nepal
Meyling Siu-Miranda
Features Editor
Seattle University senior biology
major, Amanda Mihalik, discussed
her research onHIV and AIDS preventionin Nepal onThursday, April
22 at the Student Center.
Her presentation titled "We are
humanstoo:Ourmoralobligation to
educate" was the central theme of
this quarter's first Soup with Substance, sponsored by the Peace and
Justice Center in Campus Ministry.
Mihalik spent two and a half
months during the summer of 2003
working with several non-governmentalorganizations in Kathmandu,
Nepal'scapital, and in the village of
Trisuliin theNowakot District.
She also workedwithMaitiNepal
in Chitwan on the border of India.
Thisorganization isdedicated toprotectNepali womenfromcrimessuch
asdomestic violenceand trafficking.
Maiti Nepal sets up guards at the

border of India to prevent the trafficking of women.It also offers rehabilitation,education and medical
care to victims of trafficking.
As part ofher research, Mihalik
attendedtheUnitedNations Development Programme (UNDP) conference and visited the JointInitiativein theMillennium Against the
Trafficking of Women and Girls
(JIT),aprogram runby UNDPand
Joint United Nations Programme
onHIV/AIDS (UNAIDS). She volunteered 12 hours to work withinfected individuals as well as with
communities affected by HIV and
AIDS.
During her trip, she interviewed
several medical volunteers, the nationalcondom distributingcompany,
recovering drug users, a trafficking
victim, well-educated girls, thelocal
JIT program manager and a representativeof MaitiNepal.
According to Mihalik,HIV-subtype B(a strainof HIV-2, oneof the

major types of HIV) has become a
concentrated epidemic in the country, with five percentof Nepal's two
million people infected. The country has experienced asteady incline
intherate ofinfection,butsince 2000
ithas skyrocketed.
What has caused such dramatic
increase?
Mihalik explained that drug
abusers have a role in the spread
of the disease. Western views, she
said, have influenced young
Nepaleses and brought dangerous
consequences regarding HIV and
AIDS. She described two drug
abusers who explained they did
drugs and shared needles because
they believedit wasthe way to"becomerock stars."
Human trafficking and mobile
populations are additional components in the dynamics of the epidemic.Mihalik explained that young
women are being transported from
India intoNepal to work inbrothels.

Photo courtesyof Amanda Mihalik

Amanda Mihalik, far left, sits with women who work at Maiti Nepal as assistants and nurses. The four are inviting guests to come and celebrate
Teeji, one of the festivals which occur in late August.

i

According to her, these young
womenmightbe kidnapped,but generally they are sold by their fathers.
Thesemen, whobelieve their daughters will work at factories, sell them
hoping they will be able to support
the family.
At theborder, Mihalik also found
that truck drivers who travel from
Nepal toIndiaoftenhavesexualcontact with infected female sex workers. Once home, these men infect
their wives.
Compared to the United States,
Mihalik saidthere is astigma around
infected individuals in the country.
"In Nepal, they are stuck on the
question ofhow you were infected.
Here, we've gottenbeyondthat,"she
said.
However,the stigma doesnot stop
with infected individuals. Mihalik
pointed out that drugs,homosexuality, condom usage,HIV and AIDS
prevention and sex are all taboo.
In Nepal, Mihalik said, women
are second-class citizens, whose
sexuality is controlled and who
have no access to medical care.
Women are often victims of violence and dependeconomically and
socially on their families. Yet,
womenwho have been victims of
trafficking are considered "dirty"
by their families and are not allowed to return home.
Female sex workers,Mihalik emphasized, are even more
marginalized.
Gay menare also caughtina"cultural dilemma." Mihalik explained
that although traditionally Nepali
men openly hold hands, they are
"completely" homophobic.
According to Mihalik, the rapid
spread ofHIV and AIDS has roots
in thelack ofsexual education. She
pointed out that many HIV and
AIDS awareness signs placed

i

along the border of Nepal and India carried the message that AIDS
"kills," but most failed to mention
any explanation ofhow the disease
spreads or how to preventinfection.
One of such posters, she said, targeting men simply read: "Be responsible, do not behave like a
rooster."
However,Mihalik believes a culturalshiftmust accompanyeducation
as the first step in the fight against
HIVand AIDS.
"If we can break down the walls
—
of stigma, wecan make a change
this is the key," she said.
According to her,an effective campaign should come "through a
grassroots education movement,
where the big-wits are not presenting, but the womenwho have been
trafficked; where mothers educate
their daughters."
A SU English major who wishes
to remain anonymous agrees.
"Sometimes it'snot just education,"
shesaid."Education wouldbe great,
but because people don't have that
opportunity, you've got to cater
through whatever resources they've
been given."
Daniel Moriarty, Social Justice
Minister for Campus Ministry and
advisor for the Catholic Peace Fellowship added, "Whenever there is
a problem where you conclude a cul—
tural shift is necessary it seems
kindofinsurmountable."
But for Mihalik, there is still

hope. She explained that through
programs such as Maiti Nepal and
JIT, victims oftrafficking are educated and often trained as guards,
wholater work at theborder. Some
women are able to open shops and
a home of their own.
"It'sin the putting together programs like JIT where our obligation comes in," she said.

Congested space leads to metered parking on 12th Avenue
Kevin Curley
Staff Writer
Beginning this summer, the Seattle Department of Transportation(SDOT) plans to create metered parkingalong the east and west
sides of 12th Avenue betweenMadison Street
and Jefferson Street. Although a final plan
has notbeenapproved, the University encouraged the city to waituntil the conclusion of
spring quarterbefore the installation begins.
The decision to install parking meters by
SDOT resulted from complaints by business
owners and community members about the
inadequate parking spaces. The parking
spaces were initially intended for short-term
parking by customers and residents of the
businesses and apartments along 12th Avenue. However,most of the spaceshavebeen
filled by commuter students of Seattle University.
According to JeromePederson, Associate
Vice President of Facilities Administration,
this project has been in the works foralmost
10 years. Twelfth Avenue,in its former state
almost 10 years ago, was a four-lane road
with two lanes going north and two going
south. Traffic congestion wasaconstant with
lanes held up by turning vehicles and commuters risking their lives crossing fourlanes
ofnon-stop traffic.
"Twelfth Avenue is becoming more of an
urban street front and businesses in the area
wouldlike tohave their consumers park their

vehicles infront oftheir business,"Pederson
said.
In response to personal safety complaints
from residents and University officials, the
city designed a newroad layout that included
space for parking onboth sides of the road,
one lane going south, another going north,
and a turning lane in themiddle.
Business owners in the area believed that
the parking that was created wouldenhance
their business. But with the majority of the
spaces taken upby students, customers ofthe
risingbusiness community havehad to park
on side streets, onMadison, or they choose
not to stop at all.
Residents in the area have also been affected by the free unlimited parking. Students looking for free parking on 12th and
cannot find it, often travel to the residential
areas east of campus. Although the student
is delighted that they get another day of free
parking, theresidents of the many apartments
andhouses in the areaareleft parkingblocks
from their ownhome.
As aresult, the city has forced the University to pay for zone parking for residents in
the area. Residential zone parking allows
someone who lives in an area to park near
their home without getting a ticket. Zone
parkingusually costs a resident $3 1 for two
years, but for residents living in the vicinity
ofSeattle University,the school picks up the
bill.
"SU pays about $20,000 a year for resi-

dent zoneparking," Pedersonsaid. "The city
makes us pay for theresidents because, supposedly, we havecaused the problem for the
residents."
Althoughthe University isrestricted by the
city on how many parking spaces are available on campus, the University has enacted
different programs to assist those individuals who commute to school. They include
discounts on parking passes for those who
wish to carpool, vanpool options and discountedbus passes.
The University has also looked into other
avenues to curb the rise in parking costs on
and off-campus.
One option that hasbeen adoptedby other
area universities is the U-Pass, a Seattle
Metro bus pass widely used byUniversity of
Washington students.
TheU-Pass costs students at UW $35/quarter andallows a student to get full fare coverageonMetro Transit,Community Transit,
and Sound Transit buses, full fare covered
on Sounder commuter train service, and
many other University specific benefits including emergency rides home, Night Ride
Shuttle fares(comparable to SU's Nighthawk
Van),and parking discounts. But implementing the system as well as creating specific
bus lines up to SU would not be cost effective for the University and the City of Seattle.
Pederson also said thatUniversityofficials
arerestrictedby the increasing costs of main-

tainingparking facilities on campus as well
as specific zoninglaws by the city.Although
SU is aprivate institution,the city dictates

how land is used and how many parking
spaces are provide to students. Recommendations to the University relatingto the parkingproblems are providedby the Transportationdepartment. Rates arebased onamarket-based parking system andthe number of
spaces that can be on campus is dictated by
the number of students on campus.
"We're doing everything we can to make
the situation cost-effective and easy for the
student, but we are faced with the reality of
the situation off-campus and end up having
to stay within the limits of the city's rules
and prices," Pedersonnoted.
He went on to say that when he started at
Seattle University 26 years ago, the cost of
parking on campus was five dollars amonth.
This year faculty and staffmembers are expected to pay $75/month for parking compared to resident hall students and commuters with a G-permit who pay around $70/
month ($172/quarter).
As of right now, students who park along
12thAvenue can expect tosee parking meters
upand running at the beginning of fallquarter 2005. However,if you're lookingfor an
alternative to paying more than $500 a year
on parking, the University strongly encourages students to look into the many alternative options available for commuting to and
from school.
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Annual philosophy conference examines love, eras, desire

The Spectator
April 29, 2004

MadeleineHottman
Staff Writer
What do Tina Turner anda recent philosophyconference have incommon? One word:
love.
Seattle University hosted the ninthannual
Philosophy Club conference onThursday and
Friday, April 22 and 23. The theme of the
conference was"What's Love Got todo With
It? Eros andDesire: From Plato toPost-Modernism."
The conference involved lectures, discussions, a keynote address, and a seminar. SU
hosted professors from several universities
and provided an opportunity for students to
share their philosophical ideas with experts
in the field as well as with their peers.
Currently, the president of the philosophy
club is Theresa Parsley. Dr. Hopkins explained the purpose of such a conference.
"Seattle University's devotion to the whole
person includes the intellect,and providing
a forum for members ofthe SU community,
together with invited scholars from leading
philosophy departments issues of the day as
well a style perennial issues that transcend
history because they are present in each of
its epochs, has always been a vital part of
what the PhilosophyClub is about," Hopkins
commented.
The firstconference was heldin 1996, initiatedby Dr.Marylou Sena, Dr.James Risser,
andDr. Burt Hopkins. "Nietzsche's Contribution to thePhilosophical Tradition" wasthe
topic the first year. A variety of topics have
dominated future conferences, including
"The Philosophical Foundations of Diversity," "Drama, Method, and Doctrine in

Plato's Dialogues," "Whatis Philosophy," "Is the dialoguebetween students and faculty.
"Both receptions were lively and well-atMetaphysics Still Relevant," "Philosophy
by students and faculty," Andrews
lines.
This
tended
along
Art,"
andothers
those
and
year's conference followed the tradition of said.
The presentations were held inSchaffer
past conferences and provideda topicofcontemporary interest in terms philosophical Auditorium both days of the conference,
including lectures on "Love, Lack, and
questions.
Love, especially desire, may seem like an Wonder: On Plato's Understanding and
odd topic for a philosophy conference, but Connection Between Place and Philosoaccording to Dr.Michael Andrews ofthe phi- phy" by Dr. Corinne Painter of SU. There
losophy department at SU and advisor for the was also apanel on "DesireandSameness:
Philosophy Club and the Philosophy Club Feminist Perspectives on Gender andDisconference, love is a major philosophical ability" in which Dr. Licia Carlson,
Theresa Parsley, andKatherine Rodela of
question.
"The theme for this year's annual confer- SU gave presentations. The keynote adence is extremely timely and most appropri- dress, "E-Motion and the Heart of Being:
ate at this Catholic and Jesuit institution," Plato's Symposium," was given by Dr.
Andrews said.
According to Andrews, the reason for the topic chosen was its
have the answer to
prevalent roots over a wide range
injustices,
how to
of philosophers and thought tradi-

"I don't

fix these

first that the

but knowing
"The thematic of 'love' runs
throughout the course of Western
exists"is the
philosophy, fromPlato toPlotinus,
step to action.
from St. Augustine to St. Thomas
-Ryan Rallanka, sophomore
Aquinas, from Nietzsche to
Derrida. As well, the themes of
eros, desire, gender, embodiment,
etc., are important contemporary topics in Walter Brogan of Villanova University.
Catholic and feminist thought," Andrews Brogan also gave a presentation for Honors students and students in the Philosocommented.
Club Friday morning with the topic
help
phy
inform the
"These important themes
Read ofPlato." Dr. Elizawithin
"A
Post-Modern
philosophical basis ofJesuit education
Smith College gave the
Spelman
disbeth
of
scholarly
the context of contemporary
Axer Lecture, "Reparations and the Locus
course, includingquestions of justice."
As a part of the conference, the Philoso- of Repair."
"I thought that Dr. Smith's presentation
phy Club hosted two receptions to promote

problem

crucial

was very good and informative about the
notions of reparations and repair," Ryan
Rallanka, a sophomore, said about the lecture. "Iespecially likedthe talk about giving
away money torepair the damageof thepast,
and agree that giving away money is not the
solution."
The lecture was based on the philosophy behind reparations to the African community, especially in education. The purpose of thelecture was to openup dialogue
about a difficult issue. Rallanka cited his
personal opinion of the lecture.
personally took away from the lec"What I
ture was a knowledge that people still feel
there is injustice in society whichhas taken
different forms, which Iwholeheartedly agree
with," Rallanka said.
"It is only if when we become aware of
problems that we seek to fix them,andIthink
the Axer lecture gave us that opportunity to
think about the injustices which still are
present. Idon't have the answer to how to
fixthese injustices, but knowing first that the
problem exists is the crucial step to action."
Dr. Kidder agreedthat the Philosophy Club
allowed a dialogue between people whoare
interestedin the art of philosophy.
"What impresses me most about thePhilosophy Club conference is the opportunity that it creates for professors, students,
and alumni to meet together as peers and
as fellow scholars participating in the central conversation of our discipline," Kidder said. "It is a rare occasion when the
distinction of teacher and student can be
broken down and we can relate to oneanother as fellow scholars and thinkers engaged in the shared tasks of philosophy."

Former UN weapons inspector responds to
credibility attacks linked to Iraqi occupation
DonaldHildwein
Staff Writer
FormerUnited Nations weaponinspector,Hans Blix,spoke
to the Washington Affairs Council about the currentIraqi occupation in the University of WashingtonHealth Sciences Center
onTuesday.
The credibility ofBlix has beeninquestion since the start of
theinspections inIraqin 1991,and some politicians havegone
as far as callinghim a liar. In themonths leading up to the Iraqi
occupation, Blix was faced with accusations thathe waslying
to the international community.

"If they [US, CIA]bugged my room, they would have listened tome," saysBlix. He became frustrated with theadministration leading up to the occupation. While speaking to the
Bushadministration,hebecame increasingly frustrated, asBush
and Cheney were "supremely confident" that Iraq did have
weapons ofmass destruction with theintelligence that wasgiven
to the administration by the FBIand the CIA.
The intelligence community was also at fault. Theinformation
that was giventohim andthe inspection teamyieldednothing,orin
some cases, littleevidence thathadanything to do with weaponsof
mass destruction.
"Iwas given thebest information by them [theintelligence
community]," saidBlix. "Where was the rest [of the information]?" Blix claims the intelligencecommunity received their
information from whatthey call "credible witnesses." In other
words, according to Blix,they received information from defectors while Saddam was still inpower.
There weremany unanswered questions after the Gulf War,
andbefore the current war.
Why didn't Iraq try to convince the world thatthere weren't
weapons ofmass destruction?
Blixbelieves thatSaddamhad tobedefiant just tokeephis reputationandpowerful imageintheMiddle Eastin tact. Blixbelieves
that Saddam's reputation wouldhave been tarnished if Saddam
stepped down frompower. Saddam allowedinspectors insidehis
palacesand still no weaponsof mass destruction were found.
Following the Gulf War, inspectors did not find evidence

arepayinga price for the occupation of Iraq in theloss ofmen
that was considered to be a "smokinggun."
women,and alsoin credibility.
made
and
"There was no shred ofevidence for the claims Bush
inhis State oftheUnionSpeech,and
Collin Powell's address to the UN,"
saidBlix. The weapons,according
to the administration, could have
been sent to Syria; Blix disagrees.
'
"Couldthe weaponsofmass destructionbeensenttoSyria? Syrians would
not haveallowed weaponsof mass destruction into their territory," Blixsaid.
"IntheaftermathoftheGulf War, there
werenoweaponsofmassdestruction.'
Blix alsobelieved that Saddamhac
weaponsof mass destructionbefore
the post Gulf War inspections. Yes
the Iraqi's did have biological and
chemical stockpiles,butaccording to
Blix,they were destroyed.However
no evidence toback the claim up ex
ists.Iraqofficials claimed to havedestroyedthe stockpiles butnever presented asinglepiece ofevidencethat
they had done so.
Thelack ofevidence,frustrationbecause of it, and the Bush
administration's misinforming to the
worldled to awar thatcouldhavebeen
permitted, according to Blix. He also
believes that if the United States and
Great Britain waited only a few more
months, inspectorsprobably would
havenot found anyweaponsatall;biological or weaponsofmass destruction.
"We [the world] should have
waited a few more months," says
Blix. "If we waited, we probably
United Nations weapon inspector, Hans Blix,
would not have found any weapons Former
Washington.
of mass destruction." Blix feels we speaks at the University of
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SU hires Guthrie as Powers continues to win
new athletic director Staff
AustinBurton
Writer

MadeleineHottman
Staff Writer
Seattle University is beginning anoverhaul oftheathletic program, including the
athletic director.
On April 20, the Athletics Department
hired Wendy Guthrie as Athletic Director,
effective June 30.
Guthrie was one of four candidates to
visit campusand wasultimately chosen by
apanel of faculty and students.
"Iam absolutely thrilled andhonored to
be joining the SeattleUniversity Community," Guthrie said in a University-issue
press release. "I welcome the opportunity
to continue my athletics career within the
contextof a Catholic,Jesuit education and
mission."

Guthrie,originally from Salem,Oregon

graduated fromWhittier College (California) in 1991 with a bachelor's degree in
business administration and from Springfield College(Massachusetts) in1995 with
amaster'sdegreein athletic administration.
After receivingher degrees,Guthriebecame Assistant Director ofAdmissions at
Whittier from 1991-1993 andhad an athletic administration fellowship at Springfield from 1993-1994. She then served as
the Assistant Athletic Director and Senior
Woman Administrator at Saint Francis
College(Loretto,Perm.)
She moved on to work at the Colorado
SportsCouncil as liason incanoe/kayak for
theUnitedStatesOlympicFestivalin1994.
Guthrie was alsoDirector ofAwards Ceremonies and Torch Run Special Events
Manager for the 1995 USOF in Denver.
She then worked for a corporatehospitality management group at the 1996 SummerOlympics in Atlanta.
Guthrie has spent the past eight years at
the University of San Diego, whereshe was
Senior Woman Administrator from 1996-2002. In January of last year, Guthrie
worked as DirectorofWisdom for theReal
World developing a new residential learning program.
In addition toher pastcareer, she helped
create and establish thePacific Coast SoftballConference and servedas its commissioner since its initiation in 2002.
Guthrie has also been a faculty member
in the Sports Management GraduateProgram at the University ofSan Francisco.
At SU Guthrie will take over for Dr.
Nancy Gerou, AssociateVicePresident for
Student Development. Gerou served as

interim athletic director for this academic
year.

"The number one thing will beher extensiveDivision Iexperience,"SU's headmen's
basketball coach Joe Callero said. "She'll
have a positive influence on the entire program. Sheunderstands the depth ofthe competitiveness of recruiting, andhow competitive thefield ofbasketballis. She understands
how early we need to start, how intense recruiting is,how expensiveit will be."
In addition to her skills as an administrator, Guthrie also brings some substantial
qualities to SU's athletic program that will
help the programin movingforward.
"Personally, Ithink she brings youth, vitality, enthusiasm, and experience,"Callero
said. "It'll be anice shot in the arm."
According to Dr. Tim Leary, Vice President for Student Development, the new athletic director is part of a plan to reshape the
current athletic program tobecome a premier
Division II program. Before making any
changes, the University had Alden and Associates evaluate the programs in terms of
staff,coaching, and facilities. According to
Leary, this provided a map of how to move
forward with the changes. Some of the
changes that have alreadyhappened are the
initiation of remodeling the recreation center building,addingassistantcoaches for soccer, and making more coaches full-time.
"Partofbeing a premier institution is having good academics,but also good athletics,"
Leary said. "We have the opportunity to do
athletics the right way."
Leary said that Guthrie was not only the
first choice of the faculty who interviewed
her, but also the firstchoice of students.
"The focus is on the students, and Wendy
put students first," Leary said.
"I am thrilled that we have an energetic,
knowledgeable person comingin to truly take
our athletics program to the next level,"
Gerou said in the pressrelease. "Wendy will
contribute significantly to Seattle University
and its athletic program, and has the ability
tocreate successfulprograms that willbereal
contenders in the Great Northwest Athletic
Conference."
Guthrie chose SU for its promise academically and strongathletics department.
"Ibelieve that the foundation at Seattle
University is solid that of academic excellence, solid leadership, a quality coaching
staff and outstanding student athletes,"
Guthrie said. "Along with the athletic staff
and university members, Ihope to create a
strategic plan for the athletic department that
will take Redhawk athletics to the next level
an exemplaryprogram ofintegrity whichbalances competitive success withthe education
and welfare of the student athlete."
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DanPowersknows alittlesomething about
winning, which can only mean good things
for the Seattle University softball program.
Asa three-sport athlete at Rainier Beach
High School,in Seattle,Powers played secondbaseon thebaseball teamand helpedthe
Vikings known more as abasketball powerhouse—to a Metro League title in 1988.
As a college student he played for the
Hobnobbers,an amateurmen's fastpitch softball team, helping them win the1994 North
American World Series crown. In 14 years
of playing he has gone to the national tournament more than 10 times. When he was
head coach of the girls softball team at
Renton's Lindbergh H.S., Powers ted the
Eagles to back-to-back undefeated seasons
in leagueplay,pickingup apair ofSeamount
League Coach of the Year awards along the
way.
Andinhis first year as head softballcoach
at SU, Powers has continued his winning
ways. Going into today's doubleheader
against Western OregonUniversity (1 p.m.,
Logan Field), the Redhawks are 24-12 overall,second place in the GreatNorthwest Athletic Conference witha 16-4 league record.
In the April 21 edition of the NCAA Divi-
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of doubleheaders with GNAC frontrunner
Humboldt State.
Powers, 34,also worksas anEnvironmental Coordinator for Todd'sPacific Shipyard
Corporation. The Pacific Lutheran University graduate lives in Burien with his wife
and two kids, ages four and two.
Powers started coaching in 1999, when a
friend whose daughterplayed at Lindbergh
asked if Powers could help coach the team.
Powers was an assistant coach for one year
before takingreigns in2000,whereheserved
for three seasons before heheard of the job
opening at SU.
This past September SUhiredPowers, the
program's thirdhead coachinits sevenseasons as a varsity sport. Former head coach
Jim gentleman resigned after last season,
when the team went13-24, 10-13in GNAC
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tournament.
"Every teamI've been on has won,"Powerssaidfromhisoffice atSU's ConnollyCenter, twodays after theRedhawks split a pair

With practice set tostart almost right after
Powers was hired, he quickly assembled a
staffofassistants:infield coach Scan Praven,
anassistantunder Powers at Lindbergh; outfield coach Kirn Gonzalez, a former SU
softball player (c/o'02);and hitting coach
Terry Traverso, who along withPraven is
a teammate of Powers' on the Tacomabased fastpitch team Cleon's.Powers makes
sure tocredithis assistantsfor playing alarge
role inmaking SU's seasona success so far.
"I'mveryhappy withthe way thingshave
gone.V/e'veachievedsomeof ourgoals and
now we're settingthem higher," he said.
Among those early-season goals was to
be above .500 and place in the top three in
GNAC standings. Now the bar has been set
higher. Now the teamis eyeinga shot at the
national tournamentand maybe even anational title.
"The staffI'vehadwith mehasbeen great.
We eachhave our own niche,so the players
are allgettingalot ofcoaching,"Powers said.
Powers says his area ofexpertise is pitching and catching, the positions he plays on
Cleon's. But, between work,coaching and
raisinga family,Powers sayshe will onlybe
able toplaypart-time withthe teamthissummer.
Andincaseyou thought the fastpitch team
was justabunch ofmiddle-agedguyslazily
WilliamHurd tossingaroundaball after work,Powerserases
that notion.
"Oh no, it's pretty serious.It's a big comDanPowers has coachedthe
mitment," he says."Weplay to win.Andthat's
SU women's softball team to
part of what Itry to instill in our players (at
one of their best seasons in
SU).Teachingthemhow toplay at ahighlevel
the schools history.
andhow to win."
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sionIIsoftball rankings, SU wasNo.4inthe
West Region. The top six teamsat theendof
the regular season advance to the.regional
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Spring sports in full bloom
Angelina Sanelli
Sports Editor
As if the weather in Seattle hasn't been great enough for
spring sports, the Seattle University softball and track and
field teams have complemented the clear skies withhot performances.Bothhavebeenhard at work,proving once again
that practice makes perfect.

SOFTBALL
The softball team is only two games behind first-ranked
Humboldt State for theGNAC crown and anautomatic berth
in the regional tournament, and seems to be ready for whatevermay come next.
Last weekend, the Redhawks faced the Lumberjacks in
two doubleheaders and were able to come out winning two
William Hurd
out of fourgames.
Sophomore Marjalena Santos (left) makes
In the first game on Saturday, SU lost 7-5, which ended her way
to first base at a recent home
their nine-game winningstreak.
Junior Liz Meyer went 2-2 in the game, sophomore game against Central Washington UniverMarjalena Santos was 2-4 with anRBI, senior SarahCarrier sity. SU beat the Wildcats 7-1.
went 1-3 with an RBI and freshman Amanda Nilles went 2- to help inscoringsix runs.
-4 with an RBI.
Meyer started the inning off by hitting a single through the
But the Redhawk's came back in the second game beat- right side.Hesselgesser then tripled toright field,scoring Ward
ing the Jacks 4-2.
and Meyer. Hesselgesser then scored on a wild pitch. After
Pitcher Jennifer Hewitt set new school records with her Duncan was advanced to second on a wild pitch, and Carrier
seventh straight victory and 11 th overall,allowingonly seven then homered to left field,scoring two more runs. In that inhits over seven innings and noearned runs. Shehad notgiven ning alone, the Jacks went through two of three pitchers.
up an earned run in 20 straight innings and only allowed
Hesselgesser ended the game going 2-4 with two RBI,
eight runs with only two earnedin the past eight games.
Nilles went 2-4 with twoRBIandone homerun, Duncan went
Humboldt was up 2-0 at the top of the third, but in the 2-3 with one RBI and Carrier went 2-4 with three RBI and
bottomhalf of the inning, SU evened up the score. With the one home run.
bases loaded,Carrierreached firstona fielder's choice. Nilles
Humboldt has now won four games in the season series,
then added an RBI single up the middle with one out to tie
while SU has won three. Both teams seem to be strong canthe game.
didates to earn one of sixth berths into the regional tournaThen in thebottom ofthe sixth Meyer delivered the game ment.
winning hit withanRBI double to left-center with twoouts.
The Redhawk's will completeleagueplay this week,hostWard then drove Meyerin with a single to pull Seattle on top ing
today at 1
a GNAC
Oregon

Western
for
doubleheader
p.m. They will then travel toIdaho for a league doubleheader
Meyer finished the game 3-4 with anRBI double, senior at
Northwest Nazareneon Saturday.
Carrie Ward went 1-2 with anRBI,Santos was 1-3, and junior Stephanie Stone was 1-1
TRACK AND FIELD
On Sunday morning SU faced Humboldt in the thirdgame
The menand women's track and field teams competedin
losing 8-6.
two
separate tournaments last weekend, qualifying many
The Redhawks started off the game leading 2-0, but the
Ttedhawks for the GNAC championships.
Jacks cameback withtwo runs in the fourthand
At the Oregon Invitational, Freshman
four morein the fifth to take thelead. Santos hit
Mana
Garcia improved her automatic
an RBIsingle and juniorKrystal Duncan scored
time in the 10,000-meter run
qualifying
ona wildpitch in thebottom of the fifth tobring
for
the
championships with the
GNAC
SU within one,6-5. The Redhawks tiedthe game
in the league this year.
fourthbest
time
in the next game as Nilles hit her first home run
Rachel
Suess took ninthin the
Freshman
enough,
and the
of the afternoon. But it wasn't
event,
qualifying
same
also
for the GNAC
to
Jack's scored two moreruns in the seventh
■neet.
win 8-6.
SeniorSteve Manos posted the league's
Meyer went 3-3 in the game, junior Jaime
iixth-best mark in the 10,000-meter, finHesselgesser-Wright went 1-4 with two RBI,
shing 29thoverall with a timeof 32:35.04,
Santos went 3-4 with one RBI and freshman
which was an automomatic qualifier for
Katie Ledbetter went 2-4.
:he championship. Senior Matt Blame,
But it was in thelast game wheretheRedhawks
who had already qualified for the chamshowed Humboldt what they were really made
pionships,
placed fourthin the 400-meter
ofSU
Athletics
Courtesy
of, beating them 12-4 in six innings. It was the
lurdles
a time of55.64.
with
first time in the three year history of the GNAC
Nicholas Dols and Brian
Freshman
placed
Humboldt,
the two- Ashley Burns
for a leagueopponent todefeat
did well in the invitational.
Langhans
also
time defendingconference champion.
2nd in the 100-meter
personal
Dols
set
a
new
best and improved
Hewittextendedher school records inconsecu- hurdles last weektime,
qualifying
placing
lis
24th in the
tive wins and victories in a season. Nilles alsohit end.
1,500-meter
run.
took
12th in
Langhans
another home runin the first inning of the game
♥hehighjump witha jump of
1.9 meters.
At the Western Oregon
Twilight Meet, sophomore
Faruk Punjani placedsixth
overall in the 200-meter
dash with the sixth-fastest
time in the league this year,
qualifying him for the
meet. Sophomore Ashley
Burns was second in the
100-meter hurdles with a
time of 17.43 seconds.
Sophomore
Emily
Fergusonplacedfifth in the
1,500-meter run with a
time of 5:02.01.
The Redhawks will be
Senior Jennifer Hewitt has set new records this season for SU
ompeting in two weeks at
by pitching eight straight victories and has improved to 12-5 for ie GNAC championships,
osted by Western Oregon.
the season.
4-2.

.

REDHAWKS
SPORTS 6

LEISURE
CALENDAR
Thursday. April 29th
Softball vs. Western Oregon@ Ip.m. (home)
Jazzercise 7:15-8:15 a.m. @Connolly Classroom
Conditioning 4:30-5:30p.m. @ Connolly Classroom
Yoga 4:30-5:45 p.m. @ Multi-use Room

Golf 5-6 p.m. @ Jefferson Golf Course
Kyokushin Karate 7:15-9 p.m. @Connolly Classroom
Kung Fu 6-7:30 p.m. @Connolly Quiet Room

Friday. April 30th
Kyokushin Karate 6-8 p.m. @Connolly Classroom

Saturday. May Ist
Softball vs.NW Nazarene (away)
Kyokushin Karate 3-5 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

Monday. May 3rd
Softball vs. Simon Fraser (away)
Conditioning 5-6 p.m. @Connolly Classroom
Yoga 5-6 p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room
Spinning 6-7 p.m. @Connolly Center

Hip Hop 7-8 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

Tuesday. May 4th
Jazzercise 7:15-8:15 a.m. @Connolly Classroom
Conditioning4:30-5:30 p.m. @Connolly Classroom
KyokushinKarate 7:30-9 p.m. @Connolly Classroom
KungFu 6-7:30 p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room
Boxing 6-7 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

Wednesday. May sth
Spinning 6-7 p.m. @ Connolly Center

Incredißall 12:05-12:35 p.m. @Multi-use Room
Yoga4:30-5:30p.m. @Connolly Quiet Room

Hip Hop 5:30-6:30p.m. @ Connolly Classroom
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Seattle University adopts a new seal and logo
SarahFischer

Staff Writer
The sealof any university
is not only their visual, identifyingmark, but also a very important message to outsiders about
what that institution represents
and values.
Seattle University recently
implementeda new logo and
seal, whichhave slowly been
integrated throughout campus
buildings and signs and on the
Internet.
Both logo and seal will
eventually appear on official
letterhead. In order to not waste
the current paperproducts, the
University will implement these
materials on an as-needed basis.
The debut of the new logo
wasonMarch 15 and the new
seal was introduced on July 2003.
The changes may seem subtle
and even go unnoticed by some,
yet the impact behind them is
surely not so subtle.
Dave Balzer, creative
director in the publications office,
has been working on this project
for quite some time. University
officials, along with Balzer 's
creative team, didextensive
research and multipledrawing
phases,up to 18months prior to
the release ofboth the logo and
seal.
The various designs ofthe
signature, defined as the unit

Courtesy ofSeattle University Publications, March 2004J

The new Seattle University seal
century Italian font) was carefully

chosen.
"We wanted to emphasize
SU's historical presence in the

community and the tradition it
stands for," Balzer stated. "We
wanted it to represent SU's Jesuit
identityand its standard of
academic excellence."
Thelast SU logo was
created in1979 and implemented
in 1980. Balzer explained that

composedof the )ogo and seal,

thelatest symbol (the cross and

was test-marketed with alumni,
current residents, community
members and prospective
students inorder to make sureit
represented the essence ofSeattle
University. Even the typeface
(AdobeGaramond, a 16th

the top of the Administration Building) washard to
recognizeand identify,because
buildings areconsidered dangerous symbols unless they are wellknown landmarks andbecause
the tower seemed abit too
tower at

abstract. Current students and
some alumni could recognize the
depiction, but that was about all.
It did not have as much meaning
as auniversity signaturereally
should.
"It didn't quite bring in the
key elements of SU to the
forefront,"Balzer said. Theother
purpose of the redesign was to
emphasize SU's location in the
heart of the city.
"We've beenknown as

"We introduced the new
design to improve recognition
of our academic environment
and to increase the awareness
and responsiveness of local
businesses and organizations to
SU," Balzer said.
"We want it to attract
relationships with people as part
of our educational environment.
We also want to communicate to
people who may not know about
us."
Balzer has been with SU
for nine years. He believes in
the core values and mission that
Jesuit universities encompass,
especially SU and its unique
position in Seattle along with its
reputation for excellent
academia.
Balzer created the new
signature and was meticulous in
basing it on Jesuit tradition, the
personal attention in academia
received at SU, campus life and
what it means to live in Seattle.
The address of the University will also change. The
address '900 Broadway' will be
replacedby the more accurate
address, '901 12th Avenue,'
which is scheduled to debut on
May 15.
What the symbolsmean:
The eagle at the top of the
emblem is an American bald
eagle, from the great shield of
the United States.
The shield is divided into

that are represented on the
University's seal. The hanging
pot is a traditional symbol,
which represents the generosity
of the Loyola family.
The letters 'IHS'in the
top right hand quadrant form the
first three letters in the Greek
spelling of Jesus and thus are
very special to Jesuits.
The lower left quadrant of
the shield is a stand of western
hemlocks, the official tree of
Washington. The snow-capped
peak of Mt. Rainer appears in
the background. This is to
identify Seattle University with
Seattle, the state of Washington

second device from the emblem
of the house of Loyola. The
seven diagonal stripes represent
the awards for valor made by
the King of Spain to the house
of Onaz. The house of Onaz
was united to the house of
Loyola throughmarriage prior
to the time of Ignatius.
The ribbons of valor are
portrayed inred on a yellow
field. The wolves and the
ribbons of valor are devices
common to the official seals of
all Jesuit schools.
The university colors, red
yellow,
and
were selected due to
their representation of the house
of Loyola and the awards of

four quadrants. The top left

valor.

andthe Northwest.
The sevenribbons in the
lowerright quadrant are the

i

'Seattle's best kept secret' and we side is a depiction of two
The banner across the
would like to change that," Balzer wolves hovering over a hanging bottom of the seal contains the
pot. One wolf represents the
said. "We havebeen confused
date of the founding of the
with Seattle Central Community
house of Onaz and the other, the university, 1891. This date
College,University of Puget
house of Loyola. This is one of illustrates the University's long
Soundand Seattle Pacific
the two devices from the
tradition of Jesuit education and
University."
emblem of the house of Loyola
academic excellence.

Friday nights no longer wild for college students
Kalyn Kelley

Staff Writer
Remember when you
thought AnimalHouse was what
college waslike? Friday nights
were supposed to be about
parties,beer, pot and sex,but
now that you're here, you are
wondering what happened. Ifit's
5 p.m. on aFridaynight andyou
are already in your pajamas,
snuggling down with your
highlighter to read "An Analytical Approach toMarxist Theory,"
fear not. You are not alone.
Generations ofhigh school

students have made their way
through the doors of upper
education with theidea that
college was going to be some of
the craziestdays of their lives.
Perhaps it is,but as far as Seattle
University goes, the wild and
crazydays of Friday night youth
seems to have allbut skipped
over the campus. What do SU
students do on this ultimate night
of freedom? Homework and
television seem to be thenorm.
"Friday nights?" "I take a
shower, go to bed and try to catch
up on sleep. It really doesn't get
any more exciting than that," said

"/ don't want to sound like the dorky kid
who stays inside anddoes homework all
the time."
-Matt Niemeyer
History Major

sophomorenursing student Sarah
Nichols ofher eveningactivities.
Nichols does not seem to be
the only one either. Out of 52
students asked, only oneadmitted
to going out to parties on Friday
nights. For the rest, watching a
movie in their room, doing
homework and just wandering the
halls seemed to be the quintessence of the evening's festivities.
Still most students seem to
feel that their uneventful nights
defy the collegelifestyle. "I
don't want to sound like the
dorky kid who stays inside and
doeshomework all the time,"
said sophomorehistory major
Matt Niemeyer, as he hidhis face
behindhishand. Most were
surprised to learn that hitting the
books was far more common than
a night out on the town.
When asked what they
believed to be the stereotypical
Friday night for a college student,
everyone responded that partying,

Corrections:
In the April 22ndissue, the Features section included a
photo of Joseph Seia helping Santana, not Victor.

drinking and causing trouble was Sunday night. For junior and
what they expected. As for what seniors, the studying never
really went on -more thanhalf
seemed to stop. Nonetheless,
said they sat around and watched eventhis did not seem to skew
movies with friends. Others said the picture, as many upperclassthey went home to see their
men admitted that given the time,
family or got caught up on things they would probably just sit back
they had put off during the week. andunwind.
"I'm too tired to evenbrush
"Parties? What parties?"
respondedjunior business and
my teeth by Friday night,"
psychology major Ron Rogers to admitted one student waiting in
the question. For Rogers and
line for morning coffee. "All I
many others,sleep, food, school, want to do is crawl inbed and not
and friends seemed to take a front come out till noon the next day."
seat to wild nights out andabout.
Whatever the reasons may
Some trends did,however, be, SU students seem to be a
seem to appear among the
conservative group when it
different majors andclasses.
comes to living it up at the
While most nursing and engineer- weekend's start. Is this vast
ing students said they started
Friday night misconception a
homework on aFriday night, the
national trend? Is it unnatural to
majority of liberal arts majors
bein bedearlier than your bedsaid they weremore likely just to time as a 10-year-old? Who
goof around.
knows? Around here though,
Among the freshman class, chances are you are in good
homework didn't even seem to
company if a night at home
enter the picture until Saturday or sounds like good fun to you.

Cyberchondria
People suffering this condition frantically

search online for detailed information on
their medical problems, real or imagined.
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Racing to register: constant frustration for students
Higher student enrollment puts
pressure on SU departments
Heather Mitchell
Staff Writer

The problem comes when departments realize that they are getting too

large for what they have to offer and that
is when changes must be made.
"Wehave more than doubled in
size in the last 12 years. It's a mixed
blessing. It has really added to the
vibrancy of the department, but we have
had to make some adjustments,"Philpott
said.
And they did. The Communication

for the reason that it happened Ihave no
explanation."
The explanation couldbe found by
looking at the number of students enrolled
each quarter as opposed to the amount of
courses andprofessors available.
Over the past 13 years, therehas
been a continuous and gradual increase in
student enrollment, however, the number
of classes offeredand professors available
ineach department have stayed somewhat
the same.
Julian Hunt, a junior majoring in
Journalism,is just one ofmany students
whohad a problemgetting the courses she
needed.
"Last quarter, due to the busy
registration times and the fact that they
wereduring class, Iended up registering
15 minutes late.This preventedme from
getting into one of my desired classes for
spring, CMJR 225," Hunt said.
"I was highly irritated, not only
because my schedule mostly relied on that
class, but also because Ididn't find out that
Ididn't get inuntil spring break," she
added.
So the next question is, what should
students do to be better prepared for the
next registration?
It is strongly advised that students
have closed-class-request forms filled out
and ready to turn in during registration.
That way, once they find they have not
gotteninto the desired class they can
immediately turn it into the department.
It'sbest to get it there as soonas
possible to ensure a better chance at

students to get in," Yasuda commented.

getting into the course. Mso,it's a good
idea to have a couple of backupplans. If

Public Relation and Communication
majors, has not experienced a sudden
increase of student enrollment, it has
It is the morning of registrationday witnessed a steady one, according to the
Chair of the department, Jeff Philpott.
with 10minutes left until your assigned
"We have seen here in the Commuregistration time and you are already
Department decided to add two new
nication Department a steady growth in
breaking into a cold sweat.
courses this past quarter to accommodate
the last 10 years,but Idon't know that
Doubts about whether or not you
the amount of students trying to continue
it's any sudden increase,"Philpott said.
will get into the classes you want are
on with their major.
The Communication Department
running through your head. So without
In addition to the new courses,
hesitation and a swift click of the mouse, has approximately 221 students
they have added a new professor, Sonora
enrolled in the program,and out of
you jump into therace frantically
Jha- Nambiar, this year to teach their
that number, only 31 are freshmen; the 220,
picking your courses.
245 and 391 level courses. Philpott
smallest group of the four grade
This scenario has become a
also
said
that Nambiar will be added as
levels. In 1993, the Department had
quarterly ritual for many SU students.
an advisor next school year to help with
approximately 104 students as opposed
Why are students havinganxiety attacks
the large number of advisees.
to their 2001 status of 191 students
every time registration rolls around?
Among other things, the Biology
It may have something to do with
enrolled.
Departmentis known for their small
the rising student enrollment in certain
A lot can change over 10 years.
intimate classes to allow for lab room
departments throughout Seattle UniverBut if this is simply a gradual change
comfort.Biology Chair Glenn Yasuda
over the years, why then are students
sity.
commented that the Departmenthas
Although the Communication
suddenly experiencing difficulties
about 140 students currently enrolled.
Department, which includes Journalism, registering?
"Over the last three years enrollment has gone up approximately 30
percent in the Bio Department," Yasuda
said.
A typical classin the Biology
Department contains about 14 students.
However, Yasuda assured that they
expect students to struggle to get into the
courses and so they usually allow for up
to
to 18-20 students to enter theclasses.
"We understand that many students
to
some
need the courses so we allow certain

"We have more than doubled in size in the last
12 years. It's a mixed blessing. It has really
added the vibrancy of the department, but
adjustments."
we have had make
-Jeff Philpott
Chair of the Communication Department

"That is 50 percent more than we've
everhad in one quarter," Philpott said, "as

The Biology Department received
approximately 70 closed-class-request
forms this pastregistration period, while
theCommunication Department received
about 160.

you know that oneor two of your classes
are going to be difficult to get into, it is
best to have a few other classes inmind to

take instead.

Pain: All in your head or something more?
TrishaLeonard
Copy Editor
You've got an examcoming up and
you're completely stressed out. What's
more, there is some sort of sickness going
around campus, which has made you
worried you might catch it. You're taking
precautions, but you still feel like you're
getting sick. Oh no! You go to the doctor,
but there is no physical evidence that
you're ill. That's strange. Could you have
been so preoccupied with the chance of
getting an illness that you convinced
yourself you were sick?
Yes,it's definitely possible. Butis
the painitself all in your head?
Often times, we get so stressed out
that webegin to think there is something
wrong with us. It is usually just normal
stress, but sometimes it's more. How can
you tell?
According to Seattle University
psychology Professor Steen Hailing, "The
difficulty wehave in situations,especially
relationships, maybe expressedthrough
the body."
If you feel sick, ask yourselfifit's
mainlystress or what could be going on in
your life to make you think you might be

physically ill.
"It doesn'tmake the pain less, but
meaning
the
of the pain may not be what
the personbelieves it is," Dr. Hailing said.
In the majority of cases,you will
probably conclude that you really are

coming down with something or that you
are just too stressed out. But, ifthat's not
the case, you mayhave some formof what
is called "Somatoform Disorder," a
psychologicalproblem that can become a
physicalproblem. This type of disorder
results from aperson'spreoccupation with
illness and can affect their normal lives.
There are five types ofSomatoform
Disorder. The first, Body Dismorphic
Disorder, is when a normal-looking person
has an imagined physical defect. This
type, like most of the others, can beginin
adolescence and continueuntil aperson is
in their 30s. Generally,people that have
this disorder imagine that they have a
severe physical defect. This wayof
thinking prevents them from having
normal social relations or having severe
anxiety. Often times, people with this
form of the disorder mayget unnecessary
surgical procedures as aresult of their
constant anxiety.
The second type,Conversion
Disorder, is characterized by a loss of
functioning. This type is rare,but usually
results from a psychological conflict or
need. Yes, what is in your mindreally can
affect your physical health,though usually
not to this degree. Conversion Disorder
affects aperson's normal life activities.
Perhaps,they shy from social activities,
but the duration ofthis disorderisn't very
long and "sneaks up" on a person.
Hypochondriasis, the third type,
occurs when a person is constantly worried
that they have a disease. People with this
type are known to go to many different

doctors because they are convinced
something is wrong and may undergo
surgery just to see if something could be
wrong.
The fourth type,Somatization
Disorder, is whena personrepeatedly
voices complaints about physical pain,
many of which are often exaggerated.
This type is most prevalent in females,
many of whom have a family history ofit.
Specifically, Somatization Disorder can
lead to a chaotic life and substance abuse.
Lastly, a personsuffering from
Somatoform Pain Disorder is preoccupied
with some sort of pain, but without any
physicalproof. This type of the disorder
can lead to muscle spasms. Somatoform
PainDisorder often results from psychological stress. For example, if aperson's
father diedof a heart attack, they may be
overwhelmingly concerned that they will
die ofone as well and let it preoccupy their
thoughts.
So where does the medical aspect
comein? How do doctors discern when
something is all in your mind,or whenit's
actual pain?
According to Emily Butler, registered nurse practitioner in the Seattle
University Health Center, "It is not the
provider's goal to determine whetherthe
painis 'real' or not."
"The provider assumes the patient's
painis realand pursues that cause through
examination and tests," sheexplained.
"Ignoring or determining a patient'spain is
'not real' couldlead to a misseddiagno-

A lot ofus have things onour minds
regularly,but it's usually not as severe as
these disorders. It's normal for people our
age to worry.
Now what about a more mild form of
pain? Many, if not most, peoplecringe
when they see someone else get a shot.
Sometimes they may even think they feel

thepain. Why does this happen?
"It has to do with the fact that we
are fundamentally connected to others,"
Dr. Hailingexplained. "It's an instinctive
reaction."

Dr. Hailing said that this kindof pain
can be triggered by a real sense ofmemory
that we carry in our bodies.
But for smaller things like this, is
there a need for a cure?
"Allof us experience this (memories
beingtriggered) allthe time, not just with

pain," Dr. Hailing claimed. "The problem
is if your ownphysicalpain affects how
you function in your life."
So when it's flu season andyouhave
exams coming up, take precautions, but
don't worry yourself so much that it affects
your normal life. Most Somatoform
Disorders develop in people our age. We
all experiencepain, but often times we
need to step back andask ourselves what
else is going on in our lives, and in our
minds, to make us feel the way we do.
More information can be found in

the latest edition of Diagnostic and
StatisticalManualof MentalDisorders
under "Somatoform Disorders" (available
at the Lemieux Library).
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Seattle University choir rocks out in multiple languages

Duong Truong
Online Editor

For people who appreciate the
beauty ofnature, last weekend's presentationofthe Seattle University Choirs' "Let
Heaven and Nature Sing!" wasa great
chance to experience nature in song.
The songs were a combination of
originals, traditionals,and adaptations, but
every single note sang the praise of the
natural world,- every tune contributed to
the whole.
Songs were sung inmany languages

including German,Italian,Latvian,
Hebrew, Latin and, of course,English.
Ifound that you don't have to
understand the language to appreciatethe
music; you just have to closeyour eyes

and allow yourself to be swept away. I
may not have closed my eyes, but Iwas
swept away anyway, it waslike a slice of
heaven.
Themusic was smooth; there were
no failed or uninspiring moments, nor any
lack of clarity and energy. In fact there
was so much energy that the audience
startedclapping along with the music
during a performance. The gothic design of
St. Joseph's Church magically resonated
with the choir's passion and spirit.
At the verybeginning, Irealized that
Dr.Joy Sherman,SU Choir Director, loves
creating a unique entrance for the choir.
For the Christmas celebration performance, the choir surroundedthe audience
and sang, creating an atmosphere that gave
the audience surround sound.

This time, the choir beganperforming in
theback balcony ofthechurch wherethe organ
is played,instantlysetting themood for the
evening.Ican't stress howmuch energy there
was during theChoirs' performance.
They weregreat,it wasamazing how in
—
sync they were theyallbreathed onebreath.
A totalof 20songs were performed.My
personal favorites were "River in Judea" and the
"Israeli Medley."
They weresimply beautiful,and I
caught
myselfsinging themafter the show. Thewhole
performance lasted about anhour. Youjust
can't beat that,a greatperformance that is
short and sweet.
Thelast song wasa very upbeat hymn
called"Sing 'Til the Power oftheLord
Come Down" with a surprise guestperfor-

Photoby Jessica Arena

Choirmembers atSL Joseph'sChurch
of our campusconvenience store, "The
Cave." Well, it wasn'texactly a surprise
sincehis name was in the program,but Iwas
still surprised.
When it ended, Ithink everyoneleft on
very
good note.
a

mance by JeremiahBeckwith, the manager

Chinese pianist stuns audience at Benaroya
Kevin Curley
Staff Writer
Hearts were racing and
thunderous applauses rolled
through BenaroyaHall for the
Seattle Symphony'sMasterpiece

Series on Saturday. TheSeattle
Symphony hosted German
conductor, Jun Markl, and
Chinese pianist phenomenon,
LangLang. Although the Symphony gave a remarkable performance, Langstole the show.
The concert highlighted
compositions from Stephen
Albert (Rain Music from River
Run),Frederic Chopin (Piano
Concerto No. 1inE minor,

Op.11 ) and Igor Stravinsky
(Petrouchka).

The music flowed beautifully from each ofthe more than
50instruments on stage, but all
eyes were on the magic performed by the 22 year-oldpianist.
Lang was welcomedby a
light applause before the second
presentation,a Chopin piece. The
audience fumbled through their

programs while Lang settledinto
his position in front of the grand
piano.
Eyes could be seen staring
with anticipation and excitement.
And then themusic began. This
specific piecebegins with a
symphonic opening,a strong
melody that carries the audience
into the piano section.
Although the Symphony
wasplaying as strong as ever, the
sound was tuned out once Lang
touched the ivory keys. His
passion for the music was evident

Theencore left this
spectator in awe andalmost in
tears. Theemotional level of the
audience was at a high and

praises could be heard during the
intermission.
Some of the concert-goers
could be heard expressing that
thishadbeen the best symphony
performance they had seen in a
long time. The audience members were full of energy from
Lang's performance and many
anticipated the second halfof the
show.
However, the excitement
in the way he movedhis body
keys.
quickly
extinguished. While
with every stroke of the
The was
lasted
more
than20
piece
Stravinsky's
first
Petrouchka is an

minutes and ended with a brief
pause to let the young man take a

entertaining contemporary

composition, the enthusiasm of
break.
the audience that was apparent
He started the second with
during Lang's performance had
as much excitement as the first.
left BenaroyaHall.
finished,
As he
the crowd erupted
The moodbecame more
with a standing ovation and an
somber mood and audience
applause that lasted more than
members sank deeper into their
fiveminutes. He returned for an
comfortable seats. One woman
that
performance
encore
showed on the second floor balcony was
piano
definitely having a hard time
hislove for the
and the
audience.
staying awake with the occa-

Chinese pianist phenomenon, Lang Lang
sional nod of thehead. It almost incredible. This performance
felt like the last five minutes of once again shows that the
a Supersonics game when our
English language is not the
losing
by
points
is
and
universal language, rather, it is
team
30
a
to
the passion and stories created
there is rush the doors.
by
artists like Lang and the
Overall the concert was
members of the Seattle Symvery moving. The richness of
phony.
the sound created by Lang was
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Aerosmith's
long-awaited
return proves
somewhat
disappointing
Catherine ODea
Staff Writer
I'dhave
to say that Aerosmith's new CD,
'
Bobo,
Honkin On
is a real disappointment. Despite Steven Tyler's timeless voice and harmonica
skills, this sad attempt at a comeback will leave
fans dismayed.
Since their 2001 release,JustPush Play,
Aerosmith has produced nothing worthwhile. Of
course they did have that hit single, "I Don't Want
To Miss A Thing," but give me a break; it was kind
of cheesy and accompanied an equally cheesy Ben
Affleck movie, Armageddon.
Instead of producing hit-singles like the ones
that came out of 1993's Get A Grip or 1989's
Pump, Aerosmith tries to delve into a more bluesy
sound but misses completely leaving the entire CD
without the hope of one hit single.
The fifth track, titled, "Never Loved A Girl,"
which sounds very similar to their older 1980s
style with a twist of blues, and the eighth track,
titled, "The Grind," which is reminiscent of the
Alicia Silverstone years, might have a slight
chance of making air time on a radio station like
103.7 "The Mountain," but don't plan on hearing

much of it anywhere else.
On track 10, entitled, "Temperature,"the

band is trying to develop some kind of effect with
its vocals, but it honestly sounds like the guy is
dying. Imean, who is he trying to be, Muddy
Waters? I don't think so.
The inclusion of artist Tracy Bonham on two
of the tracks was definitely a step in the right
direction. She adds a lot to the CD with her
powerful voice, but it hardly makes up for the
flaws on the rest of the album.
Surprisingly, the album enters the Billboard
music charts at number 18 but let's see how long
that lasts.
Thankfully, it did beat Courtney Love's new
album, which isn't saying much, but who on this
planet ever needs to hear another note come out of
her mouth? At least Aerosmith has had a long,
successful and well-deserved career.
All in all, Idon't recommend running out to
the record store to purchase this album. If you are
a true Aerosmith fan, I wouldn't want you to be
disappointed. Just keep listening to their old stuff
because, believe me, that's where the good listening is.
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KBbirlind
f2grsmVsto
own
Staff Writer
Quentin Tarantino lovesmovies. Thatmuch is
obvious.His adoration of the films he grew up watchingisclear inhis earlier work, likeJackie Brown and
Pulp Fiction. Over the yearshe has developeda
storytelling voice that incorporates elements of the hard
talking,butt-kicking heroes of70s blaxploitation films,
and the quasi-epic severity of she-ninjamovies such as
Charlie's Angels(the original) withhis own flair for
violently ironic scenariosand idiosyncratic dialogue.
His first threefilms firmly establishhim inthe pantheonof contemporarygreatAmerican filmmakers.
That said,KillBill Vol.2 fails as a film and,
sadly,drags the warm fuzzy feeling leftover from Vol. 1
down with it My beefis not with the staggering self
indulgence that making two films where one would do
belies.The fact that Tarantino would not edit any ofhis
material, say, most ofthe second film, is not my main
concernhere. Nor, am Iat all bothered by his direct
hijacking of notonly plot formats (Charlie andhis
Angels vs.Bill andhis Deadly Death Squad of Assassinating BlahBlah Blah),but alsoactual characters (Pai
Mei is actually a character inseveral Shaw Bros.
Movies).
What bothers me the most is the fact that no
matter how strong andclever the dialogue,no matter
howcreative the fight scenes, the whole thing would
eventually be sabotaged by the same schlocky, crass
tempo and dialogue that made the first installment of
this series so innovative. The sad fact is that where Vol.
1was all action with little explanation(remember how

.

cool the animation sequence was?Rememberho
thought you'dnever seen anyone do that inamo
before?), Vol. 2is all talk. Upwards ofahalf-an-hour of
solid dialogue isn'tuncommon in Vol. 2, dragging the film
downinto amorass ofexplanationuponexplanation.
Inthe first film we're treated to auniquelypacedv
blendofblood spattered actionand dry,ironichumor. In
the second film, we'retreated to around two hours of
close-ups on everyone fromBudd (Michael Madsen) to
ElleDriver (Daryl Hannah) to, most extensively,Bill
(DavidCarradine) himself. Theonlyrespite the viewer is
givenis the occasional crash zoom and two or three offlic '*;
duel scenes thatmade Vol.1so memorable.
It's not that the never-ending dialoguein Vol. 2isall
bad. In fact,muchofitis quitegood. Theonlyproblem is
that the style of thefilm is sobound to themelodramatic
toughtalkingstyle that Vol.I
establishes that eventhe
best scenes,like that between BillandBudd,are sabotagedby outbursts ofoverwrought crapola (for lack ofa
better word).
The burden ofexplanation for the first filmlies
squarely on the second. There'snoroom for neatstufflike
animated interludes or beautifully constructed and
carefully executed fight scenes likethatbetween theBride
and O-RenIshii.
Ultimately, Vol. 2 never had a chance,encumbered
by the weight ofconcluding the numerous hanging ends
left by Vol. 1.It staggers initially and, by the timethe final
showdown between theBride andBill comes along,you
almost don't care.Ifthismovie wereawine itwould be
describedas having tremendous potential withflashes of
brilliance,but ultimately undisciplined and fundamentally
flawed.

Vol. 2 showcases Tarantino's superior wordplay
SaunatinaSanchez
Staff Writer

(something that'shard to do when everyoneis getting
limbs chopped off) and yourealize whyhe decided to
break it up into two films. Sure, there's always the fact i
The first thing to make clear about KillBill: Vol.
that with two films you get twice the running time, but
2 is that it isalmost nothing likeKillBill: Vol. 1, and
the fact is with this story, there really were two stories
that's agood thing. Iwasreluctant to see Vol. 2 beforeI to be told.
heardit was so radically different,because really, what
TheBride (Uma Thurman) wakes up in a
justifiedrage after her old assassin squadkillsher
would be the point of spendingmoney to see the same
weddingparty and puts her in afour-year coma. This
movie that came out just seven months before?
rage iscooled after killing two of the four members
Director Quentin Tarantino is known for his
originality. Yes,KillBillis based on a wide variety of
responsible ina bloody rampage.
sources,including spaghetti westerns, 70s Kung-fu
Tarantino againplays with the timeline of the
movies,blaxploitation films, film noir, comics, anime
story, starting Vol. 2 seemingly in themiddle ofthe
movie.
and the übiquitous revenge tale,but Tarantinois able to
take these elements and create a new,compelling story.
Vol.2 ismore ofanensemble piece, and the
supporting playersagain overshadow Thurmanin
Tarantino shows a greatrespect for the movies he
acting ability. Bill (David Carradine) is the true delight
borrowed elements from, andalso for the audience he
is,
himself,
crafting
all,
of this movie, and Tarantino doesn't waste any time
is
it for. He above a fan
so the
brings
playful
movies he
to us are full of
winks and
with his character. Billhas thebest lines in the whole
movie, and we see what Tarantinois truly known for
nudges to a knowing fanbase. His talent isin making
superior wordplay.
sure the rest of us aren't left out of the joke,
KillBill: Vol. 2 is not amovie for everyone, as it
personally
enjoy
any
genres
I
don't
almost
of the
I
he pulled from- 1havenever seena spaghetti western
is still very violent,but itis amovie for morepeople
1,
,
Kung-fu
thoroughly
enjoyed
especially
by
classic
movie
but
than
Vol.
those
that
were
turned
off
the
or a
I
excessive, cartoon violence in Vol. 1.If you want a
Tarantino's quirky homage to them.
. night out for a fun "movie" movie, thenKillBill: Vol. 2
Vol. 2 isa slower movie than the first because
Tarantino is letting us get to know thecharacters
wouldbe justperfect for your tastes.

—

—

—

Lost Prophets Start Something but don't finish
Kyle Ford
Managing Editor
There's nothing really wrong with
the Lost Prophets' new CDStart Something, Ijust didn'tlike it.
Thisis the Welsh sextet'sfirst album
withSony Music and theypulled out all
the stops.
It's a very clean recording that is
mixedwellandcontains layerupon layer

of music,but it's exactly the multiple
layers that make this band iffy.
Billed as Nu-metal, the group
alternatelymixes rock-operastyle with

hardcore screaming and the effect just
doesn'tpull itselfoff.

Start Something consists of mostly
rock ballads that make it seemlike a
soundtrack for thelatest high school
coming-of-age movie or the newest prettywhite-kids-with-problems television series.
It seems that all the songs on the
album are trying to create a message. This
is fine in most music, but the band focuses
so much on the message that themusic
seems to suffer.
The songs sound like they decided
on a message and then built the music
around it, but primarily both themusic and

annoying especially for arock piece. Then
the bandadds and changes the beat so
many times in the song tapping your feet is
impossible. It's very apparentin the chorus
what the messageis in the song and that
the song was built around the message
"All 1know is God."
Thisis aclassic case of "Just
because you can do it, doesn't meanyou
should."The basic music is good, the basic
rhythms work, but once they start adding
allthe rest of the music on top of thebasic
songs it becomes a top-heavy behemoth

something for everybody in their music,
some rock ballads, screaminghardcore, a
little electronic influence,and some
straight rock.
People who like screaming hardcore
might be a little disappointed in the
incongruity ofthe music andmelodic
voices, or themelodic music and screaming voices. Somehow this StartSomething
starts and starts but never gets anywhere.
In all it's a good recording to put in
whenyou don't want to be involved with
—
the music there are so many changes

message suffers. "IDon't Know" is a

and everything gets lost.

you don't have time to.

perfect example.
A stripped down melody opens the
song, but the phrasing is moderately

The entire CD isn't a complete waste
As I
recall the last band from Wales I
of time. It's well orchestrated if not a little reviewed wasn't the greatest review either
maybe there's a pattern.
over-orchestrated. And there's a little
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WEEKLY UPDATE
All questions, comments orconcerns can bemade at Ext. 6382 orhonours@seattleu.edu!

Run For Office!
The Associated Students of Seattle University is
looking for well-rounded, energetic students to fill a
wide variety of representative and executive positions
for next year's student government. Winners of the
May 11-13 elections will represent their group in ASSU
and work with a dynamic group of leaders to improve
the university and help keep it running smoothly. All
students in good academic standing are encouraged to
run. The following positions will be elected:

Executive Positions:

Make your
nominations for the
Student Recognition
Awards!
Nomination applications are
due by April 25.

Nominations can be made
online at seattleu.edu/
getinvolved. Just follow the
link to Student Recognition

ASSU President
Executive Vice-President
VP of Student Affairs
VP of Finance

Awards!

Representative Positions:
Commuter Representative
Sophomore Representative
Junior Representative
Senior Representative
InternationalRepresentative

Will It Be You?

Minority Representative
Non-Traditional Representative
Resident Representative
At-Large Representative
Athletic Representative

In addition to the great experience of working in an elected
position, representatives will receive a generous scholarship and
use of a new office in the Student Center. Contact the ASSU
Office at 296-6050 or stop by Student Center 360 with
questions. Applications are available now!

Do you have something you would
like to announce?
Club and student organizations are
invited to advertise club
announcements on the ASSU
Spectator page each week!

Send your announcements to Sarah
Honour, at honours@seattleu.edu by
noon on Monday prior to the
Spectator publication date.

STUDENT EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES COUNCIL
Student Center 350 (across from die Bistro, next to ASSU)

Do You Want to Be in
SEAC?
Applications Due: April 30 by
5 p.m. at the SEAC Office.
Questions? Please contact Ann at

kellya@seattleu.edu or call 296-6047.

Uance LJance devolution

Video v^ame lournament
April 30 at 9 p.m. in Father Leßoux Room
Take a Multicultral Study Break
I

!

and check out

MariachiRomantica
May 5 from 11 a.m. to noon in C-Street.

Marketplace
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Classifieds
100. For Sale
200. Help Wanted
300. Volunteers

400. Services
500. For Rent
600. Misc.

work per diem or contract
assignments throughout
Seattle, North and South
SUMMER CAMP JOBS
ena facilities. We offer no
for men and women 6/19/04 gimmicks, just straight
- 8/27/04. Spend your
great pay, flexible hours,
summer in a beautiful
endless work and the
setting while in worthwhile opportunity to experience
employment. Hidden Valley the professionalism and
Camp in Granite Falls,WA, excellence that Medical
needs: counselors,lifeStaffing Network is known
guards, driver/maintenance for. Register today, work
staff, RN, program staff;
tomorrow.
kitchen staff and more.
Room/Board/Salary. Call
Work Study Volunteer
the HVC office at 425-844Intake
Coordinator - pro-8896 or e-mail us at:
vide information about the
hiddenvalleycamp®
Fremont Fair andits many
earthlink.net for more
fun events; register indiinformation.
viduals and groups for their
volunteer shift; manage
The University of Washing- database. Reg: being
ton State GEAR UP Project eligible for Work Study;
is hiring mentors to work
combination of 2 yrs colwith middle/high school
lege & human service work
students for the 2004 Sum- exp; strong communication
mer Institute. Specified
skills;prior volunteer exp &
weeks between June 14 and ability to work some eveAugust 13. Previous experi- nings & weekends. PT,

200. Help Wanted

lAI

VI

-

f
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ence working with kids a
must. Stipend equivalent to
$10.28/hr. Submit cover
letter andresume by April
20. For info, email Bruce

Wynn at wynnb@u.wash
ington.edu. Nophone calls

Qj\lBosolutions
180solutions: A Great Place to Work!
Exciting, growing, forward thinking, hip, cool, rewarding
180solutions isanonline search marketingcompany that was established in 1999. We arelocated in
Bellevue,Washington andhave been in business for 5 years. We are profitable,made it through the
dot.bomb of 2000, and were recently named by the PugetSoundBusinessJournalas one of the fastest
growingprivately held companiesin the state.
At180solutions, weare an incredibly optimistic andmotivated groupof unique individuals who
- thrive in a
fast paced environment wherecontributions are valued. We're hands-on,results-driven stars not your
traditional "corporate" drones! In the online search marketing industry, our technology is revolutionary, our
customer service isexceptional, andour camaraderie is extraordinary!
We are looking for recent collegegraduates tojoin ourrapidly growing sales team. Come visit us at the April
14* Career Expoin the Campion Ballroom at Seattle Universityto find more information on the job
opportunitiesthat wehave tooffer. We are seeking someone whois looking for a career,not a job. With
the right attitude, serious motivation,and a drive to succeed; the opportunities to move up within the
company are endless.Please email your resume to: salesjobs@lBosolutions.com.

Looking for scary smart individuals who are also really c001...

$W.85/hr. For more info or

application, apply at
www.fremontpublic.org or
contact Lynda at 206-694-6825. Must complete FPA
application. AA/EEO.

accepted.

500. For Rent

Summer Nanny, bilingual

English/Spanish, needed for
7 y/o girl starting July 6.
Tues -Fri. 9-5. Carrequired. Interest in elementary education a plus. Close
to UW. Call Nancy, evenings, 526-9051.
Currently seeking Top
Notch Registered Nurses to

3BLOCKS FROM S.U.
immaculate, spacious,
tastefully restored studio
with garden view in classic
brick: top floor, leaded
windows,cove ceilings,
huge walk-in closet. $655.
Sorry, no pets or smoking.
E. Union Street. 206 323-4329

The Spectator

3600 136TH PLACE SE BELLEVUE, WASHINGTON 98006
P 425.279.1200 F 425.279.1199 www.lBosolutions.com

Phone:
(206)
296-6474

E-mail:

Fax:
(206)

adinfo@seattleiL

296-6477
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fGuestion of

the

Week:l Body image traps women

Should there be term limitsapplied to the U.S. Congress andstate governors?
Send your answers as a Letter to the Editor, or as an
opinioncolumntospectator@seattleu.edu.Lettersshould
: be 360 words maximum, whilecolumnsshould be500
words minimum.
Spectator editorialboard

I

—

Editorial
Everyone's done it at one time or another: boys doodling jet
airplanes streaking across the sky dropping bombs on buildings,
girls turning their mothers into monsters on paper. So why is a
15-year-old Washington State high school youthbeing directed
to the secret service?
Apparently he is a better artist than most. The Prosser High
School student, as part of an assignment to keep a drawing
journal,drew a seriesofviolent anti-PresidentBush andanti-war
cartoons.These were so graphic,his teacher turnedthem over to
the police who referred them to the secret service.
The first question that is raised is the issue of freedom of
speech.Inpunishing this youngman, theschoolsends a message
that self expression is wrong, unless they approve it.Is this
person now more likely to use drawingas a form of expression
or will heinternalizehisemotions until,like many artists before
him, he implodes.
'
I
understand theneed tobecautiousin today spost-Columbine
and terror-ridden world,but wouldn't the issue havebeen better
solved if the teacher had just talked to the student. Maybe even
some other school official could have addressed the teacher's
concerns with the student before elevating it to a national
security-level alarm.So much for solvingaproblem at thelowest
level.
I
understand the need for sedition laws, but do the Prosser
police and school district really believe that a 15-year-old art
student is plotting to assassinate President Bush? According to
the Associated Press story, the police chief believed the school
officialshad a right tobe concernedbased on whathe saw. The
pictures have not been released, but more than likely the boy is
justa very goodartist with alarge influence from Japanese anime
and graphic novels.
Welcome tothebravenew world,in which weseem tobe doing
exactly what Aldus Huxley and GeorgeOrwell feared handing
over our freedoms for the illusion of safety and security.

—

The Spectator EditorialBoard consists of Erica Terence,
KyleFordandAustinBurton.Signedcommentariesreflect
the opinions of the authors and not necessarily of
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TRISHA LEONARD
CopyEditor
You'veheard it before:
"
"She's out ofshape."
"Shelet herselfgo.
"
"Herlooksdon't cut it anymore.
Why is it that men can be in
whatever shape they please for as
long as they like, but women have
to stay intop shape or they become
undesirable or "off the market?"
What has put this pressure on
women? Why don't menhave it as
rough?
Ibelieve this whole concept is
just a modern rendition of male
superiority.Menare supposedly the
dominant sex,and therefore can do
as they please, but women are expected to mold themselves to
society's standards.
Ladiesand gentlemen: thisiscrap.
In anever-changing world where
women are becoming more and
more educated and powerful, we
should not have to stand for such
judgment.Ourancestorsdidn'tfight
for women'srights for nothing.
Women, especially thoseinshow
business (actresses, news anchors,
etc.),areconstantly facing thepressures of society to keep up with the
ideal of beauty or face unemployment. How is this just?
Granted,our natural instinctslike
—
tohayesomething orsomeonefor
—
that matter to look at.But weare
way too critical.
The fact is, weare prone to judg-
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Face it; what a man wants, we
talking about
give tohim.Wait, amI
100 yearsagoornow? Sadlyenough,
itapplies toboth.For manywomen,
the slightest commentmade byher
husbandaboutherlooks creates the
reaction "Oh no,I'm getting old!
Whatcan Ido to stop it?"
Thus the incessant application of
cosmetics and dyes begins. When
women get close to age 30, they
startlookingat products likeBotox
to "preserve" their youthful look.
Many women will have their husbandsmakeacommentabout agray
hair or a wrinkle they have. Are
women just more sensitive to criticism? Again,Ithink men areunder
pressure to look a certain way as
well, but I'd say the pressure a
womanfeels ismorecommon.The
comment herhusband makes about
a gray hair causes many women to
freak out because,in most relationships, there is a stigma about partners cheatingoneachother.Women
worry that their husbands will go
off to find that "trophy girl" and
leaveher behind.
Why should wehavetostop it?If
womencontinue to color their hair
and get plastic surgeries becauseof
how they want other peopleto look
atthem, theyare foolingthemselves
andmoldingthemselves into something they may regret later. Ithink
that as longas a womanis satisfied
with herself and her appearance,
she's fine.If she likes wearinghigh
heels and trimly cut blouses, that's
fine. But she should feel free to

What's up with all this negativ-

dress for herself, not for someone

ity? Why does "old" have a negative connotation to it?It's a fact of
life.It'sinevitable. Why is it such a
bigdeal?
To say that men don't take criticism as harshly wouldn't be a fair
statement. We all face a great deal
of criticism about our looks, especially at this age. When we're young
we're supposed tobe "trophy girls."

else to look at.
People shouldbe noted for their
minds,not their bodies.But welive
in a visual world, and the complexity of a person's mindcan't exactly
be created by Photoshop.
Trisha Leonardisa sophomore
journalismmajor. Sendfeedback
to leonardt@seattleu.edu

Don't push their buttons

KeepingWatch Since

EricaTerence,Editor-in-Chief
KyleFond,Managing Editor
AmyDaybert,News Editor

ingeachother.A lotofthe timeit's
becausewe'recomparingourselves,
but alot of the timeit'sjustcruelty.
How many peoplehave committed
suicidebecause they were made to
feel physically inadequate?
Seeing millions of models on
posters everywhere doesn't help
either. The average woman looks
up at those and instantly feels inferior.
For example, imagine an older
couple walking into a store. Many
people will think to themselves:
"Wow, look at that old guy...he
looks really...old." It's acceptable
for him to change; it's natural.But
many will look at the woman, who
is about the same age and think
"Whoa,look at his wife.Whathappened to her?' Isn't aging just as
natural for women? Why are the
standards so high for us? Is this
even the issue?
Perhaps not.Maybe the issue isa
lack ofconfidence. It's a fact that
confidence radiates. If a person
walks into a meeting and they're
slouching, they are leaving themselvesopen tocriticism. Theyaren't
asking for it, but people do notice
this sort of thing.Just like when a
person wonders why someone
they're having a conversation with
won't make eye contact withthem.
But again, why is this really only
applied to women?Ifan older man
slouches, people see him as being
tired, whereas when a woman
slouches,people aremore prone to
thinking she's deformed.

KALYNKELLEY
Spectator Columnist
Standing at the crosswalk of the
Broadway and E. Cherry intersec—
tion five minutes late to work as

—
usual it occurred to me the true
resentment Ihold for those stupid
littlecrossingbuttons that say "Push
for walk signal."
I'm still waiting for that promise
to come true. For something that
onceseemed soingenious,thecrosswalk button has"become,for many
of us, a release of pent-up anger. It
no longer seems adequateto press
thebutton once.No,no! Thebutton
must be hit at least twice and every

subsequent lOsecondsuntil thelittle
green man finally appears on the

other sideofthe street.
This method, of course,changes
if more than one person arrives at
the corner. Thenit becomes an unrelentingbarrageof pounding until
sometime in the farfuture whenthe
okay is given to cross that 50-foot
asphalt barrier between you and
yourdestination.Butthe reasonthat
we,as asociety, find it necessary to
body slam theselittleroundobjects
is a completely different matter. I
have yet toencountersomeone who
merely presses the button gently
then stepsback and waits patiently
for a walk signal. Imyself have yet
supposethat'sbecause
todo this. I
already
I
know it isn't going to
work, so why nothavealittle fun in
the interim?
Of course, when that gets old,
there is always fun to be had in
tryingto lookbehind thebuttonbox
and figure out where the signal is
connected, if at all. Icould find it
easytobelievethatthese littleboxes
of frustration aren't connected to
anything. Or perhaps they are, and
somewheredeepin the basementof
Seattle'scityhallissomeguy whose
only job is to sit around and watch
poor souls across the city anxiously

waitto no avail.
Isuppose it is something like
waiting for an elevator. The only
difference being that with the elevator button, you havesome reassurance that at a minimum, it is
connected tosomethingbecause the
light comes on. Nonetheless, there
isalways someone whofeelsit necessary to continue to push the button, as if the first 15 times had

somehow not worked,but that 16th
time was really going to do it. And
of course, eventually the elevator
doors open and weall pile on, and
the vicious cycle continues as the
villainous button-pusher smiles,
feeling that they have somehow
saved us theundo hardship of time.
That through their valiant efforts
alone, that the elevator eventually
came.
So, what's my point? I'm not
reallysureIhave one,exceptto say
this: STOPHITTING THEBUTTON! It doesn't work. It is never
going to work, so give up whileyou
stillhave some arm strength. As for
me, I
have taken topacking a pillow
and a day's worthof rations,should
the tripacross the street requireIset
up camp.
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America's mistakes;
c/o George W. Bush
ofour actions is necessary.
Why is it that we no longer possess the
motivation to question the leadership and
follow through with proper participation?
Are wesoconsumed with ourextended work
weeksandon-demand lifestylesthat wecannot holdourgovernmentresponsiblebecause
we just don't have time?
For so longitdidn't matterto the everyday
person.Our tactics abroad were hidden behind the wallsthat webuiltaround ourselves.
But after decades of manipulation and bilNELSON
lions of arms sold,ourhistory hascomeback
JESSE
Spectator Columnist
to bite us. Yet, we still turn our backs to the
obvious gapsbetween our worldand the rest
Anexchangefrom apresidential presscon- of the world; ignoring the suffering that six
ference, April 13,2004:
billion peopleface every day.
QUESTION: "Thank you,Mr. President.
Affluence builds walls.It builds thembeIn the last campaign,you wereasked aques- cause with money and power comes the autionabout the biggest mistake you 'dmade in thority to distance oneself from the troubleyour life, andyouused to like to joke that it some side of human nature. The problem
wastradingSammySosa. You 'ye lookedback today is that America has built walls for so
before 9/11 for what mistakes might have long, protecting its interests domestically
been made. After 9/11, what would your through a consumer society and abroad
biggest mistake be, wouldyousay, and what through systematically influencing the nalessons have you learnedfrom it?
tions of the developing world. By building
given
"/
wishyou
walls,imaginaryor not, aroundourselvesand
ANSWER:
wouldhave
me this written questionahead of time, so I our interests,weinherently block out the rest
couldplanfor it. (Laughter.) John, I'm sure of the world. We choose to cover the winhistorians will look back and say, gosh, he dows to theothersidebecause ofthe unpleascould have done it betterthis way, or that antness seen. But, in doing so, we became
way. You know, 1just I'm sure something oblivious to the legitimate dissatisfaction of
willpopintomyheadhere in themidst ofthis the people not included in "our world"and
press conference, with all the pressure of distanceourselves from compromise. Thisis
trying to come up with an answer, but it evident in the gigantic wealth disparity be"
hasn't yet.
tween the developing nations and the U.S.
This gap incubates angry fundamentalism.
President George W. Bush's most recent
Peopleinthis country, as well asour presipress conference confirmed my worst fears. dent, fear whatmay happen when terrorists
His arrogance demonstrates that he has no board ourairplanes,but theydon't pay attengrounded concept of
I tion to the probable
American power and hiscauses of thehatred totorical context of Ameriward this country. The
can involvement throughUnited States has been
out the world. The thought
involved in nearly every
that he cannot claim one
major crisis around the
misgiving about his hanour planet since World War
dlingof the terrorist threat
11. The Cold War ravonAmericabefore9-11and
aged Southeast Asia,
his tactics forinvadingIraq
thwarting participatory
l
proves to me thatthe presigovernments in Latin
causes America, and most pero
dent is making the largest
mistakeofhiscareer: using
tinent to today, it used
Americanmilitary might to
the Middle East as a
battleground a playforce-feed the principlesof
democracy andfreedom,reground between the
peatingthe samedetrimental mistakeofViet- super powers. It is no wonder that there is
nam.Theonly differencenow is the growing distrust of Americaintheseregions; wehave
portionof the world's population that has no hardly given themany reason to trust us.
tolerance remaining for this imbalance of
We attempt to show the Iraqipeople what
global power. Thomas Friedman declares freedommeans, that it ispossible fora wealthy
that the"super-empoweredindividuals" now democracy to install ademocracy in another
have the ability to directly confront Ameri- country. This country formed in a vibrant
can power.We all witnessed this revelation civil society from thebottomup, yet we want
on Sept. 11 Yet, the conceptofself-criticism to force ademocracy from the topdown in a
has not crossed our president's mind. In a country that has noconcept or foundation for
society that prides itself in democracy and a civil society. This is, if Imay speak for
representationof all, I
seenonein the current President Bush, America's biggest mistake
administration.
since Jan. 20, 2001. The administrationasThe current situationinIraq,coupledwith sumes that previous tactics used during the
the 9-11 commission's reports, as well as Cold War will work today under this new
Bob Woodward's statements,haveall pointed environment. Theywon't,Mr.President.The
to the dismal truth that the peoplehave lost Internethas allowedanyone inside oroutside
nearly allcontrol of this country. As the line of a wall to know what is happening and
of events unfolds about President Bush's developtheir ownopinionabout it. A global
push for war and nonchalant accusations of civil society is growing and it demands acWMD, this public, internationalscandalhas countability. But in America,little has been
had norebuttal,not onewordof deception,or done to see, then understand, the worldas it
manipulations of the very foundations of is,ourhistorical involvement,and ourpresent
America's democracy.Thisis not to say that responsibilities to help fixit.Thisbegins with
Bushdeserves impeachment,or thatall that is admitting our mistakes.
said in "The Nation" is valid, but the fact
remains,the peopleof this country havedone JesseNelsonisaseniorpoliticalscience
nothing toquestiontheleadershipofAmerica major. Send any feedback to
in a turbulent time when the most discussion jesse_nelson@mac.com

—

.

People fear what may
happen when
terrorists board
airplanes, but they
don't pay attention
the probable
of thehatred toward
this country.

.

—
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Letters to the Editor
Austin Burtonsaidtheonlyresponse tohis callfortheexecution ofinsane death rowinmates
came in theform ofinsults alleginganythingfrom Nazism to ignorance("Insanekillersshould
wouldlike to join these mystery readers indisagreeing with
get the death penalty,"4-8-04).I
Burton,but not becauseIthinkheis "barbaric."Rather, I
think he makesthe sameerror as his
detractors in offering over-generalizationsin place of discussing underlying and important
issues. Some of his statements are easy to agree with; a mother stoning her children is
"gruesome."Yetitis much harderto see how he supports his claim that mental institutions are
"glorified"andnot apunishment.It is evenharderto understandhis statementthat "mostkillers
are crazy," and therefore should notbeallowedto use that as anexcuse. Asidefrom concerns
about whetherthe death penalty itselfis degrading and unjust, these statements beg the dual
questions: Doesmentalillnessexist and, if so, doesour society treat thementallyillhumanely?
Mr.Burtonis certainlynot aloneinadvocatingthedeathpenaltyforconvictedmurderersand
he deservescommendationfor voicingan opinionlikely tobe unpopular on this campus.But,
if he really wants to convince his readersthatexecutingtheinsane is a good idea,he woulddo
welltoaddress theassumptions abouthumanpsychology, justice andmoralauthority underlying his argument. It wouldprobably take a lot more to win over the 117 countries that have
abolishedthe deathpenaltyinlawor practice.He says inhis last line "somethingin our system
has failed" and Iwholeheartedlyagree. But to fix this failure we need an informed and
comprehensive debate, rather than name callingor oversimplification.

—

Alison Staudinger, Seattle University Amnesty International
In thecase of DavidEugeneMunday, whorecently shota West Virginiastate trooperin the
head, thedefendantis now facing just life in prison.Big deal!DiggingintoMunday's criminal
history,his rapsheetis so long it wouldgo fromWest Virginiato California.Ifthis animalhad
beenput inprison years ago,thatofficer wouldn'thavebeen shot. I
know this jerk becausehe
put a butterfly knifeblade tomy daughter's throat in 1989. If all those liberals whocondemn
Austin Burton for his opinion had an experience like that in their family, they wouldfeel
findit difficult to believe thathadanothermotherwatchedthat, shewouldwant the
differently.I
man responsibleto goa hospitalandhavehis mealscookedand laundrydone for him whilehe
watches TV and doescrafts. Insane or not, they shoulddoHARDTIME.Thankyou for letting
me soundoff becauseI, too, am among the minority.

"Ada," ABKn@aol.com

A check in the mailbox
needy families in an effort

to take

fully ca-

pable adults from reliance upon the government to independence.
It's a respectablebaby step, but theroad to
a better welfare system is miles long. We
must put a limit on welfare.V/ecannolhave
recipients unnecessarilyon welfare in excess
offour years. Anyable-bodied personcan get
a job within four years; beyond that they
become a detriment to society,bringing our
economy down and robbing the upper class
of their hard-earned money through excessively high tax rates. This wouldresult in
MARK EVERETT
employers not expandingand not hiringenSpectator Columnist
try-level workers, which are the jobs for
welfare recipients.
There was a time when this nation strived
When welfarerecipients becomeindepenupon its hard workers; money was earned, dent of handouts, they can begin— through
not given, and America grew as a result of taxation— torepay thedebt they oweto socithis. In today's society there seems to be a ety. Theycanprosperthrough increasedcredit
questioneveryperson asks themselves, why andthe respect oftheir
fellow Americans.
should Iwork when the government will
mustn't
let
our
recent
defensive sucWe
work for me? Any drug dealer or deadbeat cesses in the MiddleEast detract fromlarge
dad can apply for welfare andreceive itwith problems facing our economy. Socrates exno questioning, and no time limit for which plained the idea of justice to be the giving of
they must find employment in most states. whatis owed,so an injustice wouldbe togive
There are people in this country that have what is not owed. A man slinging crack to
been bleeding our government's (and our)
kids on the street is notowed a check from the
pockets dry for 30 years, that is the problem government, but rather a swift kick in the
with the current welfare system.
butt. A better screening process for welfare
As a socially compassionate student at a candidacy would insure that our country's
school for socialjustice,Idon'tbelievewel- monetary
funds areplacedin the right hands,
fare is useless; theintentions are comparable into the hands of those that need it.
to thoseofMotherTeresa.It is a dependency
Reducing welfare expenses wouldnotonly
upon the system that hasled to another failed help thosetrulyinneed,but theentireeconomy
liberal attempt to save the world.
itself.Theproven true theory of trickle-down
It'sno wonderourunemployment rateis so economics shows that cutting expenses and
high; there'sno incentive for certain folks to reducing unfair taxeson the upperclass leads
remove themselves from the couch. Their
only "job" is walking to the mailbox and

cashing their welfare check.
On a positive note, welfare does help a
great numberof singlemothers,recentlylaidoff citizens, and those incapable of employment due to mental illness or handicap. To
completely remove welfare would void this
country oftheideals it wasfounded upon,and
to maintain our reputation as the land of
opportunity wemust maintainopportunities.
Our president, former U.S. military pilot
George W. Bush, has the right idea inurging
a permanent welfare reform act. This would
require welfare recipients to work 40 hours
per week,and wouldgivemoreassistance to

to job growth and economic prosperity.By
doing this, our government can give more to

the singleparent familiesand elderly welfare
recipients.
As America'sfuture, wemust takethe first
steps toward this economicgrowth. Write to
your senators and representatives and tell
them you want welfare reform. Let them
know our system has taken too much from

those who are too responsible to need welfare. Everybody wants to helpthe less fortunate, but some people do not deserve it.
Mark Everettis a freshmanmechanical
engineering major. Send feedback to
everi 140@seattleu.edu
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If you were in charge, what band would you
have play at Quadstock and why?
Compiled by WilliamHurd

"Bob Marley, he's the man.
KATIE CUPP, JUNIOR,

like his beats.
"Kanye West, I
RAYMAMUAD, JUNIOR,

NURSING

NURSING

"TheRedHot Chili Peppers, "
because Anthony Kiedisis hot.
MELISSA BIAS,JUNIOR,

PSYCHOLOGY

"They should have Newman
"

Day instead ofQuadstock.
JUSTINMULLER, SOPHOMORE, PRE-BUSINESS

"Presidents of the United
States, it was a great experi"
ence for me last year.
KEVIN JOHNSON, MARKETING, JUNIOR

"Operation Ivy, they were one of the
most influential in the current Punk/
Ska bands and spawned other
"Tupac, he's the greatest
groups like Rancidand the third " "Bob Dylan, he's one of the
"
"
ever.
ever.
rapper
musicians
greatest
the
mid905.
explosion
wave Ska
of
GEOFFEHRHART,
FIRST
PHOEBE ROHRBACHER,
COLLINS,
CAMERON
FRESHMAN, PRE-MAJOR FRESHMAN, PRE-MAJOR
YEARLAW STUDENT

'

"The Ataris, they're not mainstream.
MEREDITH WALKLEY, SOPHOMORE, MARKETING

"Bob Marley, because I
would never have a chance
to see himperform other"
wise.
ADRIAN JOHN, SOCIAL
WORK, JUNIOR

"Pink Floyd; best band
" to
walk the earth.

CARLOS ENRIQUES,
ANTHROPOLOGY,
SOPHOMORE

"Biggie (The Notorious
8.1.G.), because
" he's
phat.
GERALD MACHESO,
PUBLIC AFFAIRS,

JUNIOR

